CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

Instructional technology is useful equipment or hardware that supplied in teaching learning process. Instructional technology is primarily concerned with achieving learning and must deal with a number of relevant needs in supporting teaching activity at the classroom. Thus, instructional technology is viewed as a complex of resources including knowledge; media; and principles, models or standards for curriculum design and implementation. In this research, the researcher wanted to identify the instructional technology which are used and analyze the teachers’ difficulties in using the technology at SMAN 1 Pagai Utara Selatan Mentawai in Academic Year of 2017/2018. There are four English teachers in this school. The researcher took all the English teachers as participants to find the real condition of the school in using instructional technology as media during teaching learning process.

Dealing to the data analysis, this research showed some findings: First, the computers were not always stable, because there were only two computers available at the school. Thus, the computers were also used by administrative staff to manage teachers and students administrative needs. Second, teaching software is insufficient in the computers, because the computers setting for the administrative staff so that the teachers were not used the computers for teaching learning process at the classroom. Third, the computers were not available in the classroom, so the teachers should use their own computers when the teachers think need to support some learning material with
technology computer. Fourth, the administrator and the programmer have no
eough time to aid teachers in time when the teachers need to design attractive
learning aids which supported by computers. Last, there were also no
mechanics that are necessaries to maintain and remedy computers, so when the
problems on the computers appear the administrative staff also seek mechanics
from outside of the school and unpunished the computers until the mechanics
comes to repair the computers.

B. Suggestions

The result of this research had proven that the instructional technology
is needed in teaching learning process. Thus, the researcher would like to offer
some suggestions and recommendations for further research, there are: First,
English teacher are suggested to apply this instructional technology to
supporting teaching learning activity in classroom in making the process
become attractive. It is caused by the strangeness of the instructional
technology can motivate students’ which will achieve their achievement.
Besides, instructional technology also help teachers to design independent
learning to the students which supported by technology knowledge from
teachers and students. Second, English teacher should learn and search more
about the use of instructional technology in supporting the teaching activity by
using the technology, because in this era students should recognize the lesson
by technology support to avoid stuttering of technology to the educational
system.